
Fundamental Algorithms, Assignment 2
Due at : Monday, 6.00 PM, June 22, 2009

Instructor: Abhijit Guria

Q1. CLRS : Exercises 9.3-1

In the algorithm SELECT, the input elements are divided into groups of 5. Will the algorithm work in linear
time if they are divided into groups of 7? Argue that SELECT does not run in linear time if groups of 3 are
used.

Q2. Quicksort Exercises 9.3-3

Show how quicksort can be made to run in O(n lg n) time in the worst case.

Hint : How can you ensure that the partitions are of nearly same size?

Q3. CLRS : Exercises 9.3-5

Suppose that you have a ”black-box” worst-case linear-time median subroutine. Give a simple, linear-time
algorithm that solves the selection problem for an arbitrary order statistic.

Hint : Binary search

Doing things using a todo data structure

We have seen 4 similar graph algorithms. We make the similarity explicit by considering the following
pseudocode in a graph.

process vertices of a Graph using a todo data structure
augment the vertices by some bookkeeping fields
initialize the todo data structure with some of the vertices
loop while the todo data structure is not empty

extract a vertex from the todo data structure by some rule
process all the neighbors of the extracted vertices one by one

end loop

Algorithm Bookkeeping fields
B.F.S. visited flag, predecessor, computed distance
D.F.S. visited flag, predecessor, start time, end time

Dijkstra predecessor, computed distance
Boring party to remove flag, friend count
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Algorithm Initialization
B.F.S. All vertices except start are marked unvisited.

Start is marked visited.
Computed distance to start is 0.

Todo data structure has only start vertex.
D.F.S. All vertices except start are marked unvisited.

Start is marked visited.
Todo data structure has only start vertex

Dijkstra Computed distance to all vertices except start is ∞
Computed distance to start is 0.

Todo data structure has all the vertices.
Boring party Set all the to remove flags to be false.

Compute friend count for all the people.
Todo data structure has only the people without enough friends.

These people are marked to be removed.

Algorithm Extraction rule
B.F.S. First in First out (FIFO), i.e. Queue
D.F.S. First in Last out (FILO), i.e. Stack

Dijkstra The vertex with minimum computed distance
Boring party Anyone from the todo data structure

Algorithm Processing a neighbor
B.F.S. Do nothing if the neighbor is marked visited.

Otherwise do all of the following.
Mark it visited.

Record its predecessor (whose neighbor it was).
Record its computed distance using that of its predecessor.

Insert it in the todo data structure.
D.F.S. Do nothing if the neighbor is marked visited.

Otherwise do all of the following.
Mark it visited.

Record its predecessor (whose neighbor it was).
Record its start time.

Insert it in the todo data structure.
Dijkstra Compute new distance using whose neighbor it was and the cost of the related edge.

Do nothing if the new distance is no smaller than the computed distance.
Otherwise do all of the following.

Update its predecessor (whose neighbor it was).
Decrease its computed distance to new distance.

Boring party Do nothing if the neighbor is marked to remove.
Otherwise do all of the following.

Decrement the friend count.
If friend count is not enough mark it to remove.
In that case, insert it in the todo data structure.
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Q4. Boring party revisited

Original problem : As we recall, in the original version of boring party problem we are the party
organizers. Our job is to invite as many people as we could from a list of people given to us. We wanted to
ensure that no one in the party will get bored. We consulted a psychologist and she suggested the following.
In the party, every person must have at least 3 of their friends. Every people in the list gave us their list
of friends. These lists conformed to our assumption that that friendship is a symmetric relationship. How
can we maximize the number of invitees having the following constraint? If a person is invited at least 3 of
his/her friends are also invited.

Construction of the problem graph : We constructed an undirected graph capturing the friendship
information. Each vertex (also called nodes) represented a person. There was an edge between two vertices
if the corresponding persons were friends. We represented the graph using adjacency-lists. We outlined an
O(|V |+ |E|) time algorithm for this problem, where |V | was the number of vertices and |E| was the number
of edges.

Proof of correctness : The correctness of that algorithm follows from induction on |V |. Clearly the
algorithm is correct when the are no people, i.e. |V | = 0. Either all the persons have enough friends or their
is at least one person who has less than 3 friends. First case is simple, we can invite everybody as done in
our algorithm. In the next case, there is no way this person will be invited, so we can remove him/her and
reduce the problem to size |V | − 1. So correctness of our algorithm for size |V | − 1 implies correctness for
size |V |.

Runtime analysis: We could choose either a queue or a stack as this data structure as there is no rule for
extraction. So insert and delete takes constant time. Traversing all the adjacency-lists once takes O(|V |+|E|)
time. The runtime follows from the fact that we traverse each adjacency-list at most twice and between two
successive steps of this traversal we do constant work. Once for counting all the degrees and possible once
more when a vertex is extracted from the todo data structure. A vertex is inserted in the todo data structure
at most once as ensured by the to remove flag. This flag is initialized to false and it becomes true only if
the vertex is inserted in the todo data structure and it is never updated again. So a vertex is extracted at
most once, too.

Generalization : We now want to generalize this problem to make it more realistic. In the generalized
version, a person may like somebody who is not his or her friend. As we know, liking need not be mutual.
E.g. Bob likes Alice but Alice doesn’t like Bob! Every people now gives us the list of people they like and
they also specifies the minimum number of people among these who should also be invited if we want to
invite him/her. Note, this minimum number depends on the person and hence need not be same for all.

Give an algorithm to solve this problem. Just like the simpler version address the followings.

• Construction of the problem graph

• Proof of correctness

• Runtime analysis

Q5. Courses with pre-requisite(s)

Suppose a new student, Bob, joins a university. He wants to determine the order in which he should take
the required courses. Bob is given a list of required courses and each course has some pre-requisite courses
which are also present in that list. Suppose the university policy says courses taken outside will not count
as pre-requisite(s). As we know pre-requisite(s) must be taken at least one semester earlier.

Can Bob take any course if there is no course in the list without a pre-requisite? Show how can Bob reduce
the problem to fewer courses if he does find a course without a pre-requisite. Give an algorithm to solve this
problem. Do address the followings.
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• Construction of the problem graph

• Proof of correctness

• Runtime analysis

Q6. Rumor among not so credulous people

We have a group of people who do not interact with the outside world at all. Each person has a list of other
people to whom they convey any rumor that he either started or heard from at least 3 people. We are given
these lists. Now, some people start a rumor. We are also given the list of these people. Give an algorithm
to find out the people who eventually hears the rumor. Do address the followings.

• Construction of the problem graph

• Proof of correctness

• Runtime analysis

Q7. Paying agents for transporting Money We have a collection of cities. Bob and Alice are in two
different cities. Bob wants to send some money to Alice using a chain of agents. Each agent has a list a
pairs of cities between which they work. He/she takes a fixed fraction (which depends on the agent) of the
money being transported by him/her while transporting. So amount of money keeps on decreasing as it
travels along a chain of agents. Give an algorithm to find out a chain of agents that maximizes the amount
of money reached to Alice. Do address the followings.

• Construction of the problem graph

• Proof of correctness

• Runtime analysis
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